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From our Season Sponsor
For over 130 years Regions has been proud to be a part of the Middle Tennessee
community, growing and thriving as our region has. From the opening of our doors
on September 1, 1883, we have committed to this community and our customers.
One area that we are strongly committed to is the education of our students.
We are proud to sponsor TPAC’s Humanities Outreach in Tennessee (HOT).
What an important program this is – reaching over 25,000 students, many
of whom would never get to see a performing arts production without this
local resource. Regions continues to reinforce its commitment to the
communities it serves, and in addition to supporting programs such as HOT,
we have close to 200 associates teaching financial literacy in classrooms this year.

Thank you, teachers, for giving your students this wonderful experience. You are creating
memories of a lifetime, and Regions is proud to be able to help make this opportunity possible.

Jim Schmitz
Middle Tennessee Area President
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Air Play

Air Play is a theatrical spectacle featuring two performers and several props that move,
dance, and delight. In a series of entertaining vignettes, the loose story follows two
characters, “Red” and “Yellow”, who play, collaborate, and sometimes challenge each
other through one-upmanship and sibling rivalry. Audience members are engaged as
“Red” and “Yellow” climb over and through seats to reach a giant balloon floating over
the audience, fly large swaths of fabric over their heads like giant kites, interact with
audience members through wonderfully expressive facial and body gestures, and invite
a few onstage.
A circle of fans center stage creates a magical wind tunnel in which umbrellas, balloons,
and large pieces of fabric dance, and in which confetti becomes a night sky of
thousands of moving, glittering stars. Throughout the performance, music plays an
important role in setting the mood and moving the action forward. The extensive score
includes everything from gentle classical to garage house music.
The entire performance is non-verbal, allowing this show to be performed and
understood all over the world. Through the universal language of the body, it explores
joy, wonder, frustration, compassion, and love. Air Play is full of entertainment and
laughs, as well as times to absorb the wonder and captivating beauty of fabric and
objects coming to life through the art of sculpted air.

About the Performers
Acrobuffos is a wife and husband team, Christina Gelson and Seth
Bloom, who live in Harlem and have performed in 20 countries
together, and even more as individual artists before they became clown
partners. The pair met while both performing in Afghanistan, were
engaged in Scotland, and married in China. Both Christina and Seth
hold degrees from clown schools, including Seth’s degree from the
prestigious Jacques Lecoq school in Paris. Christina, who is also a
graduate of Princeton, began her career as a professional ballet dancer
before discovering a talent and affinity for acrobatics and clowning.
Christina and Seth have been called socially-conscious clowns
because of their work in post-conflict lands such as Afghanistan, where
Seth co-founded the Mobile Mini Circus for Children. The couple has a
passion to bring the joy of clowning to children and adults in areas that
have experienced violence and division. They intentionally create nonverbal performances that can tour the world and play to, and with,
audiences of any language.

Collaborator

The segments of Air Play that include objects dancing in a magic wind tunnel were cocreated with Air Sculpture artist Daniel Wurtzel. Wurtzel is known for his work with
circles of fans and fabric, or other lightweight material. Wurtzel’s air sculpture is on
permanent display in the Swiss Science Center Technorama, and his works have been
shown around the world, including France, Germany, Russia, China, Qatar, Kazakhstan,
Brazil, Canada, and throughout the US. His “Tornado” sculpture was center stage for the
Closing Ceremonies of the 2014 Olympics in Sochi. Wurtzel’s work can be found on
Broadway in Finding Neverland, and in Cirque du Soliel’s Amaluna.
Brooklyn-based Wurtzel proclaims that a goal of his art is, on its most basic level, is “To
transform ordinary matter into something extraordinary”.

Director

West Hyler directs circus and musical theater, including working with Cirque du Soleil, the
Big Apple Circus, and as associate director of the Broadway hit, Jersey Boys.
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Ideas to explore in this guidebook and after viewing the performance

Before the Performance
•
•
•
•
•

How can we tell a story and show emotions without words?
How can we see air?
In what ways is air powerful?
How could you create a kinetic (moving) sculpture with air and light weight objects?
What are the different ways that brothers and sisters act toward each other?

After the Performance
•
•
•
•
•

What did you notice about the relationship between the performers?
What did you notice about the relationship between the performers and the props?
How did the show help us see air?
What do you think was a challenge in this show, and why?
Where did you see action and reaction?

What is theatrical clowning?
Although the first image often
conjured by the word “clown” is a
silly guy in a rainbow wig, red nose,
and giant shoes, theatrical clowning
often looks very different.
Accrobuffos’ clowning in Air Play
involves simple costuming but bold
facial expressions and body
language. It certainly includes
comedy, but goes beyond gags
and laughs to express moments
of sharing, concern, and sibling
love. In theatrical clowning, there
is no fourth wall – the imaginary
wall between the audience and
the actors in traditional theater.
Rather, the performers are aware
of the audience and react to and
interact with them.
 See the RESOURCES on page 10 for
more ideas to support a study
unit and the guidebook lessons.
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Lesson One
Communicating
Suggested grade levels: 2-4
through Expressive In this lesson, students will
 List emotions and explore expressing them with full body
Body Language
The loose storyline in Air
Play is communicated
without words through
facial expressions and
body language, and with
the help of music.
This lesson includes a
series of activities that
will give students a chance
to explore whole-body
expression as a group and
with a partner.




Time:
30-45 minutes
Expanded
lesson: 60
minutes

language.
Explore moving a prop with a partner.
Create a short, non-verbal skit with a prop that expresses at least three
different emotions.

Materials
In a space to move freely, provide one item for every two students: balloons,
tissue paper, feathers, or other light weight props. If the lesson is expanded,
prepare to play music recordings from various genres of music and with
different moods.
Introduction
Discuss with students:
 What are some emotions we feel? Make a list. Teachers may choose to
use visuals of faces instead of written words, or both.
 Go through the list and ask for volunteers to show a chosen emotion with
just their face, then with their whole body.
 What might be happening to make this person feel this way?
Warm Up Activity
 Ask the class to stand in a circle. Have the class follow along in a
simple, physical warm up by making big, wide, body shapes, and then
smaller body shapes, or stretches that use their whole body. Repeat
the stretches with the muscles of the face, making big, open-mouthed
expressions, and small, scrunched-up expressions.
 The teacher chooses one emotion to express with a full body and facial
expression, without telling the class what is chosen. This emotion is
going to be passed around the circle. The teacher turns to the student
on the left and makes a full body and facial pose showing that emotion.
That student turns to the person on their left and does the same
emotion, in their own way, until it gets back to the teacher. Repeat with
a different emotion going the opposite direction in the circle.
 Students may want to guess or debate what the beginning and ending
emotions in the circle were.
Reflection
What might be happening to make someone feel this way? Get several
answers for both emotions expressed in the circle.

First Activity: Action/Reaction
Discuss opposites. What is the opposite of happy? What is the opposite of excited? Afraid? Choose two
opposite emotions. All at the same time, the teacher will create one emotion, and the class will make the
opposite emotion. Next, invite a student volunteer to secretly choose an emotion and have the class react with
what they think would be the opposite emotion. Repeat as many times as desired.
Differentiated options for action/reaction
For older or advanced students, go around the circle again, with each student presenting the opposite
emotion of the one the person next to them did. Keep the pace upbeat, and challenge students to go fast,
with gut reactions.
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For developing students, you may wish to do the action/reaction with students doing the same emotion as
you, and then do the opposite emotion together.
To expand this portion for older students: Practice action/reaction in pairs by expressing and reacting to an
emotion without words. Without telling their partner what emotion they have chosen, the first partner
chooses an emotion from the earlier list in the introduction and imagines a situation that would result in a
strong emotion. Partner One expresses this emotion to their partner using no words, only body and face.
Partner Two reacts non-verbally with a new emotion. This can take turns for two or three rounds.

Second Activity
Divide class into pairs. Share definition of a stage prop: an object used on stage by performers that can
be moved.
Each pair receives a prop that can float on the air. (i.e., tissue paper, feather, balloon). Give partners a
minute or two to play with their prop, and to discover as many ways of moving it as possible. Encourage
getting the prop in the air: Can you use air to keep this up?
Pause the exploration. Engage imagination: What could be happening with this balloon, or feather, or
tissue paper? Ask pairs to think about a very short story they could act out without words, using the prop
and body language. You may choose to have the whole group brainstorm some ideas together and share
out to get some ideas on the table.
Each pair will use their prop to tell a short story without words, and show at least three different emotions
with body language. Model how partners can have different emotions at the same time. For example,
what happens if one student has the prop and doesn’t want to share? What if one is excited, and one is
afraid?
Allow students time to explore and practice their short story. Each scene should have a beginning, a
middle, and an end. For students who need more of a break-down of this sequencing, invite them to create
three poses – one for each portion of the story – and then add movement to transition between. (Introduce
music choices into the process if you wish to expand the lesson. See below.)
If time allows, have pairs share their scenes and ask the class what they noticed.
Expand the lesson with music (optional)
Choose 3-5 tracks of instrumental music in
various genres that have different moods.
Play part of each track and ask students to
describe the mood or feel of the music, and to
imagine what type of movement or activity fits
with this music.
For younger students, pick two tracks to play, switching between them while students do their scenes with
the prop, and let the pairs explore how the music changes their scene.
For older students, play parts of all the tracks while pairs are exploring how it affects their scene.
Encourage them to add more action/reaction based on response to the music.
Invite a couple of pairs to share with the whole class, and notice how body language, facial expressions,
and music helped communicate the message.

Closure



What are ways we communicate without words? Are they effective? What makes them more or less
effective than using words?
What are some of examples of times when we use and understand non-verbal communication?
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Mood and Group
Movement:
Parachute
Choreography
In multiple segments of Air
Play, large swaths of fabric
are manipulated by air
currents, sometimes with
guidance of the
performers. Music is a key
component in setting the
mood for this non-verbal
performance. This lesson
is for teachers with a large
space who want to explore
big group movement with a
parachute.
Note: Music specialists
and PE teachers may wish
to collaborate on this
lesson.

Recommended
resources for developing
this lesson:
 Elementary School
Parachute dance:
https://youtu.be/cGD3v
9RrWMc
 Star Wars Parachute
dance (music and
mood)
https://youtu.be/yEP5Cl-0Do

Lesson Two
Suggested grade levels: K-6

Time: 30 minutes

In this lesson, students will
 Explore unison movement as a group manipulating a parachute.
 Identify mood in music.
 Create a large-group dance with a parachute that expresses different
emotions.
Materials Parachute large enough for all students to work with as a group
Music

Suggested track Holst’s “Jupiter” from The Planets, or other
instrumental music that has varying moods/emotions.
Free streaming with
https://www.yourclassical.org/story/2016/06/28/daily-downloadgustav-holst--the-planets-jupiter.

Space

Gym or other large open area

Warm Up & Exploration
Students gather around a parachute spread on the floor. As a group, explore a
variety of ways to lift and move the chute, such as:
 Raising and lowering, then raising and stepping into the center of the
circle while holding on
 Raising and having two or more students run through the middle and
switch places before the chute touches them
 Holding at waist level and all walking clockwise, then counterclockwise
 Raising, stepping in, and walking in a circle while chute is floating above
 Raising, and every other student lets go and comes to center or crosses
through
 Shaking the chute vigorously
 Divide students in half and have one half create a wave by raising and
lowering the chute
 Starting with one student raising and lowering and creating a wave that
goes around the chute
Pause and have students take a seat and prepare to listen. Play music
selection. At different points, pause the track and ask students to describe the
emotions they hear and feel in the music. Students should identify at least
three different moods or emotions in different segments of the music.
(Remember or make note of the moods.)

Activity
Inquiry - Ask students to explore ways to create movement with the parachute
that reflects the moods or emotions identified in the music. (Don’t play the
music in this segment). How could we make the parachute move in a scared
way? An excited way? Etc. Physically explore each idea with the parachute.
Encourage multiple movement possibilities for each mood/feeling.
Listen to the music again with students holding the parachute. Try out all the
movements explored in the Inquiry segment with the music. Decide what
movement fits different sections of the music, and what the group could do to
make the movement fit the music and express its mood as clearly as possible.
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Choose at least three different moods to include, and using the music as a guide, sequence these into a
short parachute dance.
Differentiated Option
Older students with access to two parachutes could be divided into two groups and work somewhat
independently in creating the dance, allowing for each group to share and have an audience that could
observe and reflect.

Closure





Ask for observations about the process of matching movement with music and emotion. What skills
and qualities did this group use in the process? (Imagination, Cooperation, Listening, Compromising,
Leading, Following, etc.)
If you had more time would you make changes?
What would you like to try differently?
Imagine you had an audience for your parachute dance. What would be the best position to view the
performance?
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STEAMing Air Play:
Exploring Air
Currents and
Kinetic Sculpture
This lesson integrates
elements of science,
technology, engineering,
arts, and math while
exploring concepts and
problem-solving directly
related to the creation and
performance of Air Play.

Lesson Three
Suggested grade levels: 2-4

Time: 45-60 minutes

In this lesson, students will
• Observe objects and predict how they will move with applied force (air).
• Explore moving objects with their bodies and with air.
• Explore air currents and how they move objects.
• Create a kinetic (moving) sculpture with air and tissue.
Materials
Balloons (inflated)
Facial tissue, separated into one-ply
Lightweight plastic grocery bags
Electric fan that can be tilted upward
Soft instrumental music

Warm Up Inquiry & Exploration
In what ways is air powerful? How does it move? How can we see air move?
Show students a balloon, a piece of facial tissue, and a plastic bag. Pass them around the
room. Which one do you think would air/wind be able to move most easily, and why?
Stand in a circle. Going around the circle one at a time, students will take turns keeping an
object in the air. Start with a balloon in the middle of the circle, and indicate the direction of the
circle so students will know who is next. One at a time, students step into the circle and get one
chance each to touch the balloon and keep it up (like a volley). Goal is to not let it touch the floor
or go outside of the circle.
After the first round is complete, ask: How much force would you need to use to get the balloon
to the ceiling? (or other measure you choose). Try another round, encouraging students to try to
use the correct amount of force to achieve hitting the balloon to the designated height.
Bring out the one-ply facial tissue. How can you keep it in the air without touching it? Use same
circle process as the balloon, but this time you cannot touch the tissue. Reverse the direction of
the circle and have students try to keep the tissue in the air with breath. This will be challenging
and the tissue will likely fall several times. Encourage students to pick it up and just keep trying.
One breath per student.
Repeat process with a plastic bag, allowing students to choose to touch it or try to use their
breath, encouraging exploration of different ways to throw/move the bag.
Differentiated Option
If you have time and materials, ask students to look around the room for tools they could
use to create an air current to keep the facial tissue or plastic bag in the air. (i.e. a book,
a piece of cardstock).
What was easy, and why? What was challenging, and why?
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Activity One: Science, Technology, Engineering and Math
Bring a fan into the circle. Tilt directly upward and turn on highest setting. Allow students to feel the air
current with their hands. Encourage them to feel the force of the air at different lengths from the fan. If the
air closest to the fan is at 100 percent force, ask them to estimate where the force of air is at 50 percent.
Which of the three objects we used do you think will go the furthest in the fan’s air current? Why?
Explore holding the different objects close to the fan and letting them go, observing the pathways and
movements of the objects (Unless you have a very strong and direct fan, objects will likely not float far
and will fall to the side quickly). Allow students to take turns exploring different ways of holding the plastic
bag for maximum effect. Try different settings of the fan to see different effects of decreased air current.
Allow students to change the angle of the fan and explore how a diagonal airflow might differently affect
the movement of objects.
To expand this activity, if you have access to more than one fan, bring out additional fan(s) and explore
how cross currents and more power affects movement of objects.
What ways worked best? Why?
Differentiated Options
Younger/developing students – concentrate on exploring with just one object.
Older/advanced students - design an experiment estimating how far up the object(s) will float in the
air current and/or explore how placement of bodies or other large objects around the fan can alter
the distance the object travels in the air current.

Activity Two: Arts
Now that you’ve explored different ways of how air affects objects, explore how to make kinetic
sculptures with objects and air.
What is a sculpture? What is a kinetic sculpture? (a sculpture in which movement is a basic element).
Alexander Calder’s work is an example of kinetic sculpture (www.calder.org), as well as Air Play
collaborator Daniel Wurtzel (www.danielwurtzel.com).
Hold a tissue by the corner over the fan, and allow students to observe how it makes the air current
visible. What are some descriptive words for how the tissue moves, and how the tissue looks?
Turn on instrumental music.
In small groups, allow students to explore creating an air sculpture with tissues. They may choose to
hold on to the tissues or let them go. Students who are observing create a list of descriptive words for the
movement of objects.

Closure
Give each student a piece of facial tissue. Ask students to share what they learned in this lesson, and
then release their tissue into the air current.
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Resources
Air Play

www.airplayshow.com

Acrobuffos

www.acrobuffos.com

Daniel Wurtzel (collaborator)
Website:
http://www.danielwurtzel.com/
Multiple short videos of air and
fabric or other materials.
About the Performers
https://vimeo.com/86794552
3 ½ minute video from the New
York Times introducing Seth
Bloom and Christina Gelson
Music
Music plays a significant role in setting the
mood and storytelling in Air Play. A complete
list of music tracks can be found here:
www.airplayshow.com/about/. Go to page 14
of “Press Kit” under “Downloads” near bottom
of page.
Clowning and Physical Theatre
Prezi presentation with history, examples of
present-day companies, definitions, and video
examples of clowning in physical theatre.
https://prezi.com/2a37rhjwfh32/clowning-inphysical-theatre/
Mobile Mini Circus for Children
Co-founded by Accrobuffo Seth Bloom, this
video shows children in Afghanistan
participating in circus activities, which are
used as a vehicle for positive social change.
https://vimeo.com/66264651
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Exploring Air Play with teachers
at TPAC’s Arts Integration
Institute

To learn about TPAC Arts Integration Institutes,
visit tpac.org/education.
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